
 

 

 

 



Measure 1: set limits on annual rent increases  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Measure 2: link rents to what previous tenants paid 
Currently, there’s nothing stopping landlords from using new tenancies to significantly 

increase rent. This has a particularly big impact on renters who move frequently, 

including students who look for new accommodation at the start of the tertiary year. 

 

The Green Party is calling for a fairer approach. Landlords would be required to tell 

potential new tenants how much rent they charged the previous tenants in a property 

and explain any increase. The transparency requirement would cover the previous 

three years of rent.  

 

A percentage rent increase would be allowed on a pro-rata basis of up to the same 

levels set for the annual adjustment rate. Part year pro-rata adjustments for new 

tenancies would be set out in regulations, to provide clarity for both landlords and 

tenants. For example, if a tenancy ended ten months after the rent was last increased, 

the new tenancy could take effect at a proportionally adjusted rate. The new tenants 

would then have the standard protection of at least 12 months between subsequent 

rent increases.   

 

As with a continuous tenancy, a greater rent increase would only be allowed if a 

landlord has made substantial improvements to the property in the period between a 

tenancy ending and another starting. This would apply on a similar basis to Measure 1, 

but without the requirement for negotiation. 

 

Measure 3: freeze rents until rent controls are implemented  
 

Rents increased by 5.6% from September 2020 to September 2021, or an average of $26 

a week.  In contrast, median wages increased 2.8% from June 2020 to June 2021- or by 

76 cents per hour.  With rents already so out of step with wages, immediate action is 

needed. The Green Party is calling on the Government to introduce an immediate rent 

freeze as an interim step, until rent controls are in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Government has used its power to do this at the beginning of the COVID-19 

pandemic, freezing rents for six months from March 2020. However, since the rent 

freeze ended, the legacy of undersupply and lack of rental controls have seen rents 

shoot up faster than wages - despite no improvement in quality of rental housing. 

 

A rent freeze is a practical and established measure to keep rental costs predictable 

while rent controls are implemented. 

Rent controls are an important part of fixing housing. At the same time, we recognise a 

lot of other changes are needed so everyone can have a warm, dry, affordable home. 

This includes a warrant of fitness for rental properties, a landlord register, and 

increasing housing supply. Read more about the Green Party’s plan to make this 

happen as part of our Homes for All plan and our call to act boldly to end the housing 

crisis. 

i New Zealand Residential Market Report December 2021, Dr Arshad Javed, Massey University 

and the Property Foundation.  
ii Labour Market and Income Statistics June 2021 quarter, Stats NZ Information Release. 

https://www.greens.org.nz/homes_for_all
https://www.greens.org.nz/acting_boldly_to_address_the_housing_crisis
https://www.greens.org.nz/acting_boldly_to_address_the_housing_crisis
https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/fms/Colleges/College%20of%20Business/School%20of%20Economics%20&%20Finance/research-outputs/mureau/nz-residential-rental/New%20Zealand%20Residential%20Market%20Report%202021%20Dec.pdf?F1BEC35F4D7D287B3960C7F5D402CECF
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/labour-market-statistics-income-june-2021-quarter%3e

